ACHD Director Bruce Wong demonstrates exceptional leadership in his unwavering commitment to the safe, functional operation of all of Ada County’s 5,100 lane miles of roads.

His unbridled energy, commitment to practical, ethical job performance, close attention to detail, and dedication to the goals and vision of Communities in Motion proves the strength of his leadership. Under his direction, Bruce Wong’s ACHD enhances the transportation system, improves accessibility and connectivity, and substantially improves the efficient movement of people and goods in Ada County.

Just a few highlights of projects completed under Director Wong’s leadership during 2019 include:

- Enlarging and improving the first of four key intersections in the State Street Transit and Traffic Operational Plan, keeping ACHD’s promise to improve traffic flow on one of Ada County’s principal commuting corridors.

- Ensuring his team produced a successful update of Idaho’s only ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) Transition Plan, followed immediately by direction to his staff to create a roadmap for compliance.

- Preserving over 400 lane miles of asphalt through chipsealing...sustaining an impressive “very good” pavement condition index rating.

- Promoting greater walk and bicycle connectivity with the adoption of four new neighborhood plans and personally negotiating key elements to construct the Dona Larsen path project in the City of Boise.